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About This Content

Here in this life we all have thoughts, feelings, motivations, and passions. They're what keep us going when times seem dark,
especially on alternating Fridays. Some people seek the catharsis of artistic self-expression. Some of us yearn only for

FRIENDSHIP. Others still find meaning only in playing short visual novels about aliens.

No matter which category you fall in, Friendsim Volume 15 will have something for you.

---

You just crash-landed on Alternia, and you’re DESPERATE for friendship! Anyone will do...wait, who are those two trolls
approaching you?

The Hiveswap Friendsim is a quick, loosely-canonical visual novel adventure following the efforts of the unnamed protagonist
(that’s you!) to survive and maybe even thrive on the harsh surface of ALTERNIA. Set in the time of Hiveswap: Act 1, this

episodic visual novel’s opening volume, written by Homestuck creator Andrew Hussie, is sure to satisfy Homestuck and
Hiveswap fans who are eager for a darker stroll across the Alternian landscape.

Future episodes will arrive regularly as DLC.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any DirectX-compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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If you didn't come to Alternia to adopt a bunch of good troll kids then that's just too bad because it's happening now.. Charun is
an slow and goofy, yet nonetheless charming and lovable artist.

Wanshi's route is adorable to observe regardless of player choices (even to a certain point in the bad ending),  and the bad
ending is therefore substantially heart-shattering, especially considering the remarks of the MSPA Reader on how they actually
remember every bad route and failed ending, and it haunts them in their dreams. This was alluded to in Boldir's bad route in
Volume 13, and it's being fleshed out more here. I only hope the next three volumes capitalise on this - it's good, if harrowing,
stuff. i talk substantially more on this in my review for Volume 13, but i don't wish to clutter this review with even more
loreguessing under the spoiler tag.

Overall, this volume has an *extremely* chill and emotional vibe. And I mean emotional. Both of Wanshi's routes made me
experience a whole hemospectrum of feelings I haven't felt for a long while...

thus, big recommend.. These routes were well-written -- the Warriors books transcend time and space, as expected.. Wanshi is
so innocent I will protect her with my life. Innocent nerd child and Art guy. I'd kill and die for Wanshi. I love and appriciate
the both of these nerds, what great trolls.. Met the love of my life, absolute muse of my art, Charun Krojib, the complacence
of my third eye <3
and got to spend an amazing time with the best writer in Alternia, Wanshi Adyata!
155555\/10 would play a thousand summers again <3. anyone else recognize the Lil Cal in Charun's route in the
background?
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WANSHI IS THE CUTEST CINNAMON ROLL!. Oh my stars, Wanshi's route made me so emotional. I have been enjoying
the Friendsims, but this route made me feel... emotionally engaged like no other. She is so pure, but more than that, her route is
so interesting. Wanshi is 5 and a half sweeps old, not much younger than the trolls at the beginning of Homestuck, which just...
puts things in perspective. And I connected with Wanshi too, because when I was young I was just like her, obsessed with the
lore of the Warrior Cats books and roleplaying with my friend, acting it all out. It's silly and embarassing, but those books meant
the world to me. Seeing Wanshi being so happy and passionate just... made me so happy. And the "close call" avoiding the bad
end was chilling. I also enjoyed the Tegiri, Polypa, and Lynera cameos. Things are really starting to feel like the MSPA Reader
has a real friend group. Also, Wanshi's theme is so gorgeous!

Charun's route was chill; the only real artist in the Troll Call, it seems. Some Toby Fox tunes are always welcome, but
[REDACTED] is in Charun's cave and I hate it. Also, I noticed not one but two references to classic philosophy, which seems
oddly fitting.. Slow and steady artist and energetic young jade are a good. Charun's fun and our second NB representation! His
pauses honestly killed me. But sadly, he's extremely overshadowed by Wanshi.

Look, I may be biased, because I am a Seer of Doom, and I'm pretty sure she's also either a Seer or Mage of Doom. But. Her
route honest to god made me cry. I've not felt so much empathy for a character in a very, very long time.. it should be illegal
confirm that furbies and warriors cats are a thing in alternia in the same volume-

probably my favorite dlc so far
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